Western States Zonal Report Arizona Region

Steven S. has joined the RD team he bring a small town feeling to the team that we
have not had in over 10 years.
All of our service positions have been filled except activities. We have not had a
activities chair in over 5 years.
This last July we created a fellowship development ad hoc, which Jim B. is heading
up. We have a lit review committee doing workshops on the traditions project.
This last September we merged our web and directory committee’s back into PR.
The PR committee has been growing with more of the area chairs coming to there
committee meeting.

H&I is doing sponsorship behind the walls. The bad part is that the H&I area chairs
are not using the resource of region.

We have 9 active areas with 2 of those are looking at maybe doing some version of a
GSF for the outer fringes of there service areas.
The old Northern Area/Peaks Area is looking at dong something with the VVNA ASC.
They will form an Area when it is right instead of doing it. The region is sending up
training and other items needed to help them.

The RD team has been doing area learning days when asked. Our last one was
January 10 in the Navapche area. They are just getting back on there feet after a loss
of 2 long-term members in area. The have grown back to 17 meeting across the 2
counties. Our last assembly we did a planning our future workshop to show the
members that the problems we all have. Also we did a NA Idea tree
Besides the Region convention we have 2 areas now doing conventions. MACNA
which is our southwest area and one of the areas from San Diego region put this on
this coming March 13-15. The newest one Southeast areas over July 4 holiday.

Southern California Region
WSZF REPORT January 23, 2015
Instead of writing the report we usually do with how many meetings and all that our region has, Art and
I decided to touch on the things going on within our region that are more noteworthy.
This year Art and I were honored to present the Traditions Workgroup to many of our areas as well as at
our Regional Workshop. This was very well received, with many areas asking to come. It is so exciting
to take part in the writing of our literature and take the information to our membership.
This year our Regional Convention changed to require a badge for the main meeting. There was some
push-back from a few members, but overall this was a successful move on their part. We haven't gotten
the final financial report from them, but they say that this year they had more registrants than in many
years are anticipating being able to make a larger donation to the region than in the recent past. They
have talked about changing the convention to every other year, but they decided to leave it annually for
now. This year the convention is going to be on Labor Day weekend instead of on Thanksgiving.
Our Regional Activities Committee is struggling to get trusted servants and is trying to decide how it
will look going forward. After a couple of long conversations at the RSC it was decided to put out a
survey at the Regional Convention to see what the membership thinks about the three main events that
we host (New Year's Eve, Birthday and Campout). It does seem like the fellowship is interested in those
events continuing. Currently, as a Region, we are trying to figure out if the Activities committee will
fold and the events will be put on by Workgroups while finding other ways to continue the services that
committee supplies to the areas (Event Insurance, Flyer distribution and the Regional Event Calendar).
A workgroup has been formed to plan the Regional Birthday. There has been talk about the committee
meeting every other month or even quarterly or not meet at all. We haven't had the New Year's event for
a couple of years; we are discussing having it be hosted by an Area or Areas. More will be revealed.
The Cruise, which takes place every other year, will be going to the Eastern Caribbean next year and
will be leaving out of Miami. They were able to make a donation of over $22,000 to the Region after
this years' event.
In Service,
Deb W. and Art A.
RD Team, Southern California

Date:

January 23, 2015

To:

CMSRSC Report to Western States Zonal Forum 2015

Greetings to Everyone:
The California Mid-State Region of Narcotics Anonymous is located in the heart of the Great Central Valley of
California. The Region runs from Galt in the north (south of Sacramento) to Porterville in the south (north of
Bakersfield) and from the Gold Rush towns of the Sierras in the east to the edge of the Coastal Range in the
west. Our Region is comprised of approximately four hundred (400) regular weekly meetings, in eight Areas
which include a variety of living environments ranging from the rural, small towns to several major
metropolitan areas.
We have nine (9) state prisons and two (2) Federal facilities located within our Regional boundaries. This
creates a challenge in maintaining an adequate volunteer pool to service each of these locations. We continue to
work with the staff to encourage more applicants for entry clearance.
California Mid-State Regional Service Committee, (CMSRSC), meets monthly on a rotating meeting location
schedule. First month we meet in Fresno, second month in Merced and the third month is what we call “Region
on the Road” where different Area Service Committees volunteer to host the CMSRSC meeting, sometimes in
conjunction with a special Area event, such as a holiday dinner / dance. This allows members that may have an
interest in Regional service to get a view of what actually is happening at the CMSRSC meeting. The cycle
repeats itself throughout the year, allowing for four (4) different Areas to host the CMSRSC meeting. The
Behind the Walls Sponsor Orientation is regularly presented as part of the Region on the Road agenda.
The CMSRSC provides a Regional Insurance Policy to cover recovery meetings, special Area & Regional
events, a bi-ennial convention and other not-regular recovery meeting events. The cost to each Area is
determined by the number of recovery meetings, not the number of special events. Events over five hundred
(500) attendees or contact sports events usually trigger an additional charge.
CMSRSC continues a long-term project to better understand our organizational and tax filing obligations. We
have a professional relationship with a CPA to assist with our income tax filing requirements to maintain our
501 (c) 3 status. We have only had to pay Federal and State filing fees since our not-for-profit status was
recognized in September 2010. California State Sales Tax from convention merchandise sales is paid on an
annual basis.
Our budget for 2014 – 2015 cycle included travel to the Multi-Zonal Service Symposium in St. Louis, one (1)
Regional Assembly in May 2015, travel to the Florida Service Symposium in March, and travel to each of the
eight Area Service Committee meetings within our Region.
CMSRCNA XIV is scheduled for June 10 – 12, 2016, in Visalia, California. Please mark your calendar to
attend.

Yours in Service,

Clif Givens
RD – CMSR
209.450.6772
Delegate@calmidstatena.org
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CMSRSC Guidelines
July 2014
“We help others when we participate in service work
and try to carry the message of recovery to the addict who still suffers.”
Basic Text 6th Edition, pg. 58

Hello Everyone,
Happy to be together again and certainly enjoying the Ventura Weather. In June of 2014 our region
voted me in as RD, while Traci’s shoes will be hard to fill I’m going to give it my best shot. My Alternate
RD, Eric B, was unable to attend this meeting due to a previous engagement but looking forward to
meeting you all next year.
Our region has approximately 1732 meetings and 28 Spanish Speaking meetings throughout its 23 areas.
Our Region meets roughly every month on the second Saturday of the month, with 4 months off
throughout the year in which we send out electronic news letters to update members. We still have
standing committees that provide direct services on behalf of the Areas of our Region. Several Years ago
we changed our guidelines to reflect a Fellowship Services Team, in which we complete an annual
planning session and establish goals for the year and report on them monthly to the Northern California
fellowship. We also incorporate a proposal based system meaning we us a travel request to attend
requested presentations such as NA101, Convention Presentations, assisting with ASC’s etc. Additionally
project proposals are used for goal setting, events and other requests that may need small groups to
create. Another important part of this is our Regional Resource Coordinator, this person holds a bank of
members with specific skills and dispatches them based on the proposal or travel request need, by doing
this we reduce travel cost and utilize the services within the areas. In an effort to increase productivity
and communication we are switching over to Google doc’s which will allow us to store documents, edit
between working groups and maintain email data bases, we previously used Yahoo Groups which held a
number of problems for us.
Regional Service Office (RSO): Our RSO had some trouble maintaining themselves over the last few
years, whether this was due to a decline in sales or increase in cost to maintain the office, we felt it
necessary to keep the RSO going. This past year our NCRSC agreed to financially support them with an
annual dollar amount to ease the burden. The RSO carries insurance for all of the meetings listed in our
Regional Directory as well all events listed on our Regional Calendar.
Hospitals and Institutions (H&I) and Public Information (PI): All 23 areas including the Spanish Speaking
area attend or send a report to the monthly H&I subcommittee meeting. We currently have 13 fire
camps in Northern California. Several years ago the California Department of Corrections and
Rehabilitation had asked us to bring H&I panels into these remote fire camps that are populated with
non-violent drug offenders. We currently have 150 cleared members and have set a goal to increase
that via our planning session. We currently have a working group specifically set to increase
communication with state bodies to help approve members quicker, while we have many members

willing to be of service often times it only about the process of approval. We have 3 areas actively doing
Sponsorship behind the Walls and that is going well. H&I and PI continue to meet monthly during the
sharing forums.
Regional Activities: Northern California hosted WSLD in Sacramento in 2014, the event was fabulous but
not well attended or as high as the committee anticipated, one of the primary concerns around
attendance of this event was Multi Zonal Service Forum, which may have impacted the lower number.
There was an entire day devoted to Professionals which was well attended, and successful.
We have an annual convention NCCNA which will be in San Jose in April of this year, our last year’s
convention was held in Sacramento and was a huge success with over 4300 members, this being the
second year badges are required for NCCNA shows a considerable number reduction from previous
years. For historical purposes NCCNA has had between 7000-8000 members, however over 36% did not
register. Our Newcomer Policy includes attending a “Newcomer Workshop” an interactive workshop
that informs quickly of who we are and why we’re here along with tools to stay clean. In August our
Regional Committee agreed to include (3) Fellowship Development workshops at NCCNA in addition to
the (3) H&I and PI workshops currently held. There are two other conventions that are held in our region
that are hosted by areas, the Monterey Bay Convention (biennial) is going on currently and the TAC (Tri
Area Convention) was held on January 9-11.

And finally Northern California would like to put in a bid for the 2016 zonal forum. We have proposals
ready for your review.

In Service,
Michelle S. & Eric B.

REGION 51
WSZF REGIONAL REPORT 2014
Region 51 consists of 5 Areas; North by Northwest, Southern
Nevada, California/Arizona/Nevada (CAN), Narcotics Anonymous
of Southern Utah, & South Valley. We have approximately 143
Groups, with 243 meetings a week, including Spanish Speaking
meetings. Our Region meets every other month on the third
Sunday. We have standing committees that provide direct services
on behalf of 3 Areas of our Region with NASU and CAN
providing services to their respective Areas. I continue to utilize a
bi-monthly report to the Region that summarizes NAWS News,
NA Way Magazine, World Board Reports, and Western States
Zonal Forum. Our goal is to increase communication throughout
the levels of service reaching the individual group member. We
continue to work to that end with much hope.
We believe our combined RSC & Regional Subcommittees have
been a great success over the last 5 years. Participation remains
steady.
SERVICE SYSTEM: The SSP has generated no interest in our
Region with no Area interested in pursuing any part of it. We have
held workshops in Areas when asked. At the last Regional
Assembly it was beyond consensus that our Region was not in
favor of the new Service System. Our non-conference year
assembly is scheduled for March 15, and I will bring any new
information back to the GSR’s, maybe if I understood how the
Service System Project could be beneficial to our groups, I could
present it present it in a way that all could understand.
PR: This subcommittee continues to reach out and inform the
community about Narcotics Anonymous. They coordinate the
facilitation of requests for presentations that are forwarded to us
from the WSO. They are also managing our Region 51 Website

(www.region51na.org), Regional Meeting Schedules, The Regional
Phone Line (24 Hours a day, 7 days a week. 888-495-3222, with
English & Spanish speaking options.), presentations (including NV
Career Institute Nursing Students, Judges, & Clergy), booth
sittings (Project Homeless, Clergy Booth), community literature
distribution, including posters in stores. They have tried Bus Stop
informational postings (with little success), and have expanded
their presentations now into the school district. This subcommittee
meets every other month. NASU supports a local phone line and
website.
H & I: This subcommittee carries the message of recovery from
addiction to facilities whose residents are restricted from full
access to regular NA Meetings and has recently implemented
Sponsorship Behind the Walls. Currently Region 51 supports 22 H
& I Panels, 7 lockdown and 15 non-lockdown with 2 on hold,
NASU supports 7 panels and an outreach committee which
supports outlying meetings that are struggling along with marathon
meetings on holidays, CAN Area supports one women meeting in
the Mojave County Jail.
REGIONAL ACTIVITIES: We are discussing letting the areas
host all future activities as we have had little success with Activity
Chairs the last couple of years.
LITERATURE: Literature is distributed through the Areas.
REGIONAL CONVENTION: The Convention Committee has
begun preparing for our 5th convention. It will be October 31.
November 1 2015 at the Orleans Hotel & Casino.
Still here,
Ira Z.
Regional Delegate
Region 51

WSZF Rio Grande Region Report
Jan 23 2015

The Rio Grande Region will be holding its convention the third weekend in May with the theme - Posture
of the Heart. This will be the 2nd convention in a row organized by our Convention Corporation with the
assistance of the of the local fellowships region wide. This is forwarding the work of streamlining our
convention guidelines to use timelines and historic data. This will also be our 2nd badged convention.
Our fellowship struggles with the idea, and as long as it’s not called a badge only event and something
more along the lines of “registration required, no one turned away, opportunities for service” it seems
to work. Our region is in the process of assembling documentation for the purposes of filing 501c3
status. We are also at the beginning of a policy and guidelines rewrite, critical component being
treasurer working duties and an appendix outlining what where when and how. The RCC is discussing
hiring an accountant special worker and budgeting for this purpose.
Our region is currently struggling to fill positions of the admin committee. All positions are interim or
vacant at the moment.
Rural areas in our region are struggling with cooperation without affiliation, and typical cross program
population and tradition messiness.
Our regional phone line is very successful and is the most effective service we provide other than being
a support forum for area leaders and putting on a convention.
Planning sessions are happening slowly but surely.
Robert and I feel very grateful to serve through the challenges and successes.

Freddy O.
RD Rio Grande Region

Sierra Sage Region
RCM’S Report and Region Overview
The Sierra Sage Region is comprised of 3 California Areas and 3 Northern
Nevadan Areas. The geography remains a huge challenge for the Regional
Service Committee to effectively “provide services” in such a large area covered
by deserts, forests, mountains, lakes, and snow. There are “approximately” 122
meetings weekly.
The Regional Service Committee is supported by two ongoing sub committees
the RSO (Regional Service Office) and Convention Committee. The bodies have
experienced an upswing in participation the key Public Relations Coordinator
Position and Literature Review remain open. The Chair is Dylan C. from
Sparks.
We finally have an Outreach Coordinator who is enthusiastic and willing Walter
S. from Reno has taken up the challenge to travel and increase participation
throughout the Region. Walter is looking at implementing a new program
“Capture the Flag” see guidelines below.

Capture the flag information for your Home Group. (2)
People
Rod A
To
GSR's ASC
Jan 16 at 11:39 AM
From the Regional Outreach Chair Walter S.
I am truly floored at the enthusiasm for "Capture the Flag"...
The Sierra Sage Region has spoken and now its time for me to be of service. The following are
the basics for this fun-filled Unity building exercise and little changes can be made as I get input
from our various members along the way
smile emoticon
1. The Flag
The Flag should consist at minimum - the name of your Homegroup along with "NA symbol" and
appropriate registered trademark as seen on any of our flyers, literature, t-shirts, etc, etc. This
allows us to display it is some place of prominence during our meetings.
As to the detail of the artwork? Each group could use this opportunity as a way to build unity
within. Have a contest? The winner could win a piece of donated literature from the Homegroup
or a piece of NA merchandise. Use open-source artwork? So many options to choose from and
many appropriate for groups no matter the size.

Flag dimensions can vary depending on the desire of the group. It should be something large
enough that our Homegroup would be proud of when displayed but small enough that we don't
have to hoist it up on a flag pole. I would say a min. size would be 1.5' by 3' not to exceed 3'5 by
5'.
Customized flags can be pretty spendy and prudent use of funds should be sought. I have done
research and it becomes very cheap when you pursue the printing of the flag from a different
angle. Instead of printing a flag, think customized t-shirt vendors and "silk screening" a graphic
onto a "banner"or a do-it-yourself project with paint if a member is so artistically inclined. Banner
can be a piece of cloth or vinyl with reinforced edges. Whichever suits your group. Keep in mind
to have either several holes or additional loop material so that the flag/banner can be hung in
either your homegroup or in the receiving group's meetings. This can be done extremely cheap
by buying suction hooks at any retailer.
2. The Rules
These requirements vary in different Areas and Regions. So for our purposes I am comfortable
with going after the number - 2. A min. of 2 Homegroup members are needed when visiting a
group to capture the flag. I wanted to raise the number to 3 but there are smaller groups
struggling with Homegroup members and it is these groups that I am trying to help the most with
Outreach.
How it works is simple. Get 2 or more of your Homegroup members to a meeting that is
participating in Capture the Flag. During "NA related announcements" announce yourself and
that you are there to capture their flag. The following meeting, during NA related
announcements, an announcement could be made that "such and such" group captured our
homegroup flag and we would like to make a visit to get it back. Please see me after the
meeting if you are interested
One Flag capture per visit. It would take 2 visits to get the flag from the group who has already
captured your flag. First to get yours back and second to get theirs. You can not capture
multiple flags if available. Only the homegroups flag. Homegroup needs to get theirs back in
order for you to capture it. Becomes too confusing otherwise.
3. How to Register your Group
I will begin discussion with our webmaster in adding a new meeting code. "CF" will denote
meetings that are "Capture the Flag" friendly. This will afford all groups who want this to see the
battlefield smile emoticon
Registration of your Group and a week by week update of who has done what could be done
through a Facebook group which I can create. Until then, register your group through a friendly
request to your local RCM. He/She will notify me at the next RSC or through email. I will then
communicate this to our webmaster for appropriate changes to our Meetings List.
March 1, 2015 is when we will officially launch this new and awesome form of Outreach.
These guidelines will eventually be uploaded to our Website and will be found under "Outreach",
until then feel free to disseminate wherever you see fit. Be prepared that I am in Reno and since
I am in Outreach I do visit all Areas, your flag may very well be on my radar
Thank you for allowing me to be of Service,Walter S.

In PR although we have no Coordinator we are researching implementing
“strategically” placed Billboards.
Willingness, complacency, and apathy circumvent people stepping up as the
constant battle for “qualified trusted servants” versus warm bodies remains an
ongoing problem. Many times “clean time” has been waived in order to fill
positions on Region and Area service bodies.
H&I has been expanding it’s “Behind The Walls” H&I efforts. They have seen an
increased flow of funding both their own “self-supporting” merchandise and
funds from Region. Danny H. “Hoppy” is the H&I Coordinator as has formed
an H&I sub-committee that reports to RSC.
RSO has experienced new growth as a “healthy” debate was engaged last year
of the distribution of funds, budgets, and contribution to WSO. The consensus
was a 50/50 split and we will now be funding our Delegate Team to WSC 2016.
The sub-committee is comprised of many former Convention Chairs, former
Delegates, and long term participants of RSC. Mike “Smiley” from South Lake
Tahoe is our Board Chair. We just voted to send $10,000 to WSO for 2015 the
money should already be there.
Convention Committee is ongoing our new Chair Jennifer G. from Reno has
served nearly 5 years on the body. All positions are filled. Last year’s
Convention brought in about $21,000 after all expenses were paid. This year’s
theme is “Keep It Simple” we are in need of speaker CD’s. If you could please
notify your Region to send anyone interested in speaking to send their CD’s to
POB 7324 Reno Nevada 89510 attn. Programs Chair Michelle Wood.

Area RCM Reports
GOVA (Greater Owens Valley) - serves Inyo and Mono Counties. We have 8
meetings weekly, which one is in Mammoth Lakes and 7 in Bishop.
We have H&I panels:
•
•

For Mental Health 2 panels per month: DUI classes and Juvenile
classes;
For Juvenile Detention 1 panel per month;

Literature: we have NA literature in both county jails.
Behind the Wall regional sub-committee contacted Inyo and Mono county jails
to offer NA sponsor services.
Schedules have been distributed to several agencies and business around the
area. Sandra F. RCM and Alternate Delegate Reporting

Capital City Area- Meetings are in the “City” of the Nevada’s State Capitol. The
Area is long term fellowship of Sierra Sage and has several members with
“significant” Clean Time.
They are currently holding H&I meetings in both the men and women’ facilities
in the County Jails.
PR continues to fill racks at Rehab facilities, Jails, and Counseling Centers.
The Area has separate Men’s and Women’s meetings totaling 9 regularly
scheduled meetings weekly
Greg L. RCM Reporting
North Lake Tahoe Area-The North Lake Tahoe Area is the Region’s smallest,
but has great unity.
They struggle to keep “trusted servants” at a Regional Level as they currently
have no RCM’s. They are “fully self-supporting’ and we are blessed to have
Bianca G our Regional Secretary from that Area who filed this report for their
Area.
South Lake Area- On the other side of the lake in the South. Surrounded by
green forests and snowcapped mountains the “fellowship” carry’s on as they
have meetings on the beach each summer. Gardnerville group switched Area’s
and joined South Lake.
Many services are provided by H&I to Douglas County Jail and Treatment
facilities. Racks are filled by PR the challenge remains to “attract” addicts from
specialty courts a work in progress.
The Area holds three major events which include their Mountain High
Campout which is held each year. Many RSO and Region Trusted Servants
come from this Area. Mark M, RCM Reorting
Rural Nevada Area-The Largest geographic Area spanning at least 300 miles
up to Elko, Nevada. Many groups have meeting attendance of 5-10 members
regularly, the groups in the Area provide H&I/PR services in their own NA
communities as travel is a challenge.
They have activities like Campouts and New Year’s Eve Events annually. The
Area is growing its 3 years old. It is the newest of all Sierra Sage Areas. There
are a few members with significant clean time but many members came in
through courts and have stuck and stayed as there are many enthusiastic
“trusted servants” from this Area.

The Area is growing, self-supporting, and may one day split because of the
geography. They have tried Skype, results were not positive.
Abby RCM reporting
BLAW (Biggest Little Area In The World) The Largest of Sierra Sage’s Areas
Spans from Susanville/Quincy California to Rural Fallon/Fernley Nevada.
This Area has all the Area services including Activities, H&I, Public Relations,
Phone Lines (so do the other Areas)
The Jane & John Doe Radio Series continues and is now in our California
part of BLAW. H&I Covers nearly 20 facilities and Combines with PR to put on
events see the attached flyer:

-

BLAW NA

Public Relations and
Hospitals & Institutions Sub-Committees
Host
Entering the Criminal Justice System
Coming Out Clean VIII
“Here Comes The Judge”
Keynote Speaker Honorable Judge Tom Stockard
Saturday February 21, 10am-4pm
Location Old Post Office 90 North Maine St

Narcotics Anonymous

“A Resource In Your Community”
Presentations from NA Members, Treatment,
Transitional Living, Parole and Probation, Juvenile
Probation, Public Defender, Law Enforcement

Please RSVP to James Cross, BLAW PR Media
Coordinator
775-427-3727
Lunch Will Be Served Admission Free To Public
Dave B. RCM Reporting

Finally please tell your peeps about our November
Convention we love to see you there. See attached flyer:
That’s it from Sierra Sage
In Service,
James C.
Sierra Sage Region
Delegate

Washington Northern Idaho Region:

January 23, 2015

We have 23 Areas consisting of approximately 910 meetings spanning over 74,000
square miles that include Washington State, North Idaho, and a bit of North Eastern
Oregon.
We will present 3 RD workshops at each our two Annual Conventions between now and
May. At both convention we have actually been given an extra two hour workshop read
and input for traditions 2-6 for the Traditions project. We will also be covering the IDT's
for 2016 WSC. We continue to facilitate many area inventories around our region,
utilizing the planning basics. Our region inventory was very successful.
Our region continues to meet quarterly Friday Evening through Saturday, and we
combine our RSC and all regional sub committee that now includes Convention and
Events that use to be held the week end after RSC meetings. Participation at RSC and the
subcommittees continues to increase and we now often have a peanut gallery for most of
the business portions of our meeting.

A result of inventory our region went to PR instead of PI & H&I. First they meet as PR
then break up into H&I and PI. We have a behind the wall committee that is under PR.
We have two areas that are a form of the SSP. The Central Washington area’s PR
committee continues to use a format very similar to the GSF’s and is considering going
into the GSF format for Wenatchee now called Chelan Douglas County Area. This
may work due to their large sparsely populated geographic area. We continue to provide
information and resources to them as they move in this direction.
RD Team:
Nick Schoolcraft, RD
Bonner Sams, RDA

nickschoolcraft@gmail.com
FREEBON@comcast.net

